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Beer-battered SnapperBeer-battered Snapper
Serves  4Serves  4

Beer-battered Snapper
300g snapper (or other firm white fish fillets)
1 cup SR flour
300ml cold beer (such as , pale ale, lager or IPA)
1/2 tsp garlic salt

sunflower oil, to deep-fry
sea salt flakes, to season

I choose sunflower oil to deep-fry as it has a high 

smoking point but you can substitute with canola, 

peanut or vegetable oil. 

When deep-frying, one of the best pieces of equipment 

you can invest in is a candy or digital thermometer. 

It takes all the guess work out of deep-frying and 

helps to ensure you have foods cooked to golden on 

the outside and thoroughly in the middle. You can 

purchase thermometers online from kitchen supply 

stores. Look out for the glass thermometers set in a 

metal casing.  They are fitted with a clip so you can 

easily pop in a saucepan or wok and are an accurate 

gauge of heat. The all-glass thermometers are quality, 

but easily breakable.  The all-metal thermometers can 

tend to be less sensitive to heat changes.  For digital 

thermometers look for ones that use regular AAA 

batteries rather than button batteries.  The only reason 

is that the former is much more readily available.  

ON THE DAY prep the fish.  Slice the fish into 12 even sized pieces, wide and thin in 

shape by slicing against the grain of the fish.  LITTLE TIP: You can think about the 

purpose of your fish. For instance if it is for fish tacos you might want to slice long and 

thin to fit snuggly in a soft taco.  Cover and refrigerate. 

JUST BEFORE SERVING make the batter Mix together the SR flour and beer.  TIP: It 

should be fairly thick, but able to be poured.  Add a little more beer, if needed, to 

achieve the right consistency. Cover and refrigerate, until needed. 

Place the 12 fish pieces into the beer batter and stir through to coat. 

Heat at least a 15cm depth of sunflower oil in a wok or saucepan to 180 degrees 

Celsius on a thermometer.  Pick up one piece of fish from the batter, allowing it to drip 

off slightly and carefully place into the oil. Use a metal spoon to release it, in case it 

catches on the bottom of the wok. Continue to add 5 more pieces in.  Cook until golden 

on the outside, maintaining the temperature by adjusting the heat level if needed.  

Remove with a slotted spoon to a plate lined with paper towel. Cook the second batch 

of fish in the same manner. Sprinkle sea salt flakes over the cooked fish. 

SERVE the snapper as soon as possible out of the deep-fryer, with a dipping sauce, 

chips, in fish tacos or as part of a seafood feast.  LITTLE TIP:  Battered goes well with 

something creamy and something pickled, to both mirror and contrast with the 

oiliness.  For example you could serve it with home-made aioli and quick pickled red 

onions.  


